Apollo EON Commuter ( E bike)

Australian owned and designed, Apollo’s E-bike range is designed
to appeal to both passionate commuters looking to get more out
of their bike experience, as well as more casual riders, who may
prefer a less active approach but still enjoy the sights and sounds
along the way.
The Apolo EON is available as a option to ride on our Sip n Cycle
winery tour, it is a eco friendly electric assisted bike. It has an
electric motor you still need to use gears and pedal like a regular
bike but the motor will help you by adding torque making all of your
pedalling easier so you will barely break a sweat riding any hills on
route to visit our wineries..
https://www.apollobikes.com/bikes/lifestyle/eon-commuter/detail

Focus Whistler 2017

Ready to Shred! Straight from the box these bikes were ready to
roll Purist, dynamic and fully committed to propulsion – that’s what
all FOCUS hardtails are all about. Dispensing with rear suspension
means less weight,. This uniqueness is also reflected in the
handling of these bikes – maneuverable, nippy and agile. The
Whistler aluminum frame ensures speed and agility at every track.
- Small medium and Large frames 27.5 “
https://www.focus-bikes.com/media/youwe_catalogarchive/
FO_17_WHISTLER_SL_27.pdf
- Extra large frame size 29”
https://www.focus-bikes.com/media/youwe_catalogarchive/
FO_17_WHISTLER_SL_29.pdf

It’s the essence of cross-country riding itself, highly maneuverable
and built to put your power to the ground. Lightweight, fast and
exceptionally stable, GT built the Zaskar around the lean 27.5
Speed Metal Ultra hydroformed alloy frame with Triple Triangle
construction. Up front a RockShox 30 Silver TK 27.5 Solo Air fork,
with 100mm of travel, smooths out the course. The fork also
includes rebound adjust, PopLoc remote lockout and a tapered alloy
steerer. The rugged, dependable drivetrain features Shimano’s
Deore RapidFire shifters, crankset matched to a Shadow Plus rear
derailleur. Some serious stopping power is provided by Shimano
hydraulic brakes with 180mm front and 160mm rear Centerlock
Rotors. Delivering the perfect blend of cross-country handling and
quick acceleration is provided by Alex DP21, double wall rims with
Centerlock discs and quick release skewers. Schwalbe Racing
Ralph 27.5X2.25” tires with folding bead provide the kind of
aggressive bite you want when you fly cross country.

GT ZasKar Sport

We customised these bikes to make a 1 X 10 drive train, with
raceface narrow wide front cog. Now perfect for riding our local
trails.

